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About This Game

The young Elf, Rynna Silverwind has ventured into the Sacred Lands to undergo the Sacred Trial. Within this pocket dimension,
she will face many challenges all in hopes of becoming the goddess's chosen champion. Will she succeed? Or will she fail like

many who have fallen before her?
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Features:

There are 9 large zones to explore along with 5 major handcrafted dungeons and 30+ caves/side dungeons.

Talk to the inhabitants of the land to upgrade your gear (upgrades such as, protection from slime projectiles, increased
bow damage, leeching health from enemies when striking them, etc.)

Find hidden Alchemy Recipes, use crafting materials to brew potions and elixirs and carry them with you in your
Provision Bag.
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This game is very well done and is at a good price point. Once I realized it had multiplayer, I bought it for my 2 Vive setup.

I played it in single player and had no issues. Games are great fun, realistic, and the tickets/rewards are a great idea.

Yesterday I played it multiplayer with my girlfriend and had some issues. We did get it to work and it was fun, but if you are
buying it for multiplayer, maybe hold off until those are addressed. I will make a Discussion post for the developer to list the
issues. Nothing gamebreaking, just issues with one player seeing another player's gameplay and scores properly.. Hard! :D
Ow Oucho aagghhg.. overall it's a good music game for relax.. This game is adorable. Its really challenging and fun. If you like
puzzle games or goth style art, I would reccomend this game.. This game sounded fun. There were positive reviews(?). It is not.
It is a terrible game and I am sorry I wasted money on it. There are no instructions, no guides, no tutorials, nothing. The
interface is clunky and hard to use. The graphics look like something from the 90s. All that aside, I still thought it sounded like a
fun game. Great concept. No. So, 1) Everything in this game is very expensive. I tried about 10 games and every time I ended up
bankrupt. Hire a fighter, some outrageous price. Each fighter needs weapons (which last about 3 matches) that cost a lot.
Upgrades, etc. all expensive. You get 100,000 to start. So, hiring a scout may cost 10-20k, then hiring one fighter another
10-20k. each decent weapon, 10-20k. Armor 10-20k. Now, you need at least 2 fighters right off the bat since you cannot, not
fight. You can only forfeit, you can't pass so that hurts fame and morale. Now, if a fighter fights, you could make 10-20k. But
then that fighter is tired for 10-20 days and you have another fight the next. Oh wait, now the next fighter you hired get sick for
30 days and can't fight. But you have three straight days of 2 for 2 or 3 for 3 fights which means you need even more fighters,
oh wait, your barracks only allows 5 total fighters (if you could afford them anyway). So, you need an upgrade, well that takes
20 days to dig out the spot (30k) and then 30 days to build anything (40k). Basically, even if you borrow 400k from the lender,
you will just bankrupt out trying to buy more weapons since they wear out so quickly. Ah, a solution, use slaves instead of
fighters. They're cheap. Oh, they either want to go search for their lost parents and if you tell them no, their morale is so low
they just lose anyway, or you let them leave (really?) and they never come back.

Add to this, there problems with the game since if you buy something you can't remove it from your inventory and you can
easily end up with no way to buy things. Likewise if fighters are permanently injured you can't get rid of them, only execute
them which crushes morale so I don't know.

The combat is just stupid. I love turn based games but this one makes no sense. You can't position, you can't even see all of the
arena (there are no camera controls), and it doesn't seem to matter what you do, the results are about the same. They hack on
each other very tediously and eventually someone loses if you are still awake.

This was one of the most boring games I have ever played. I tried about 6 hours and just couldn't take it anymore.

Bugs, poor design, terrible combat model , terrible graphics, one boring soundtrack. Seriously, I literally had better games in the
90s. Don't waste your money. I unfortunately did. At least in the 90s I could take it back to the store and get a refund.. this game
should not even be on Steam.. a game were you are god but you still cant do anything you want
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It's been an old school dungeon delving feast of late with the release of Warhammer Quest, Dark
Quest, Runers, Darkest Dungeon, continuous updates of Desktop Dungeons and so many other ways to punch and be punched
by monsters it drives a grizzled veteran to glorious distraction. Right before turning last night at 5 AM I decided to check Steam
one more time. And what do I fnd but a glorious gem called Mighty Dungeons! As one old wizard once said, "stay awhile and
listen." [NOTE: Sorry Blizzard, I'm dead broke so even if you do try to sue me for using a line, you won't get a cent. Besides,
I'm protected by the academic fair use clause AND the Malodorous Ring of Power Against Megacorporations so, bite me].

Wow, where to begin? I don't write reviews as a sort of list as I am too addle pated so intead I'll
write a review. [Get on with it! - ed.].What we have here intrepid Steamers is an unabashed love letter to boardgame classics
like the legendary Heroquest and that is a Very Good Thing (TM). Veterans know the ropes of course: complete quests by
punching monsters and finding Important Stuff (TM). The game comes with 8 campaigns each with 8 to 12 quests per
campaign. It's Heroquest mashed together with Dungeonmaster and apologies to you young'uns out there that have the addled
notion that Skyrim is the only game in town.

You want heroes? You got 'em with a bucketload of choices from warriors and elves to murderin' maulin' minotaurs (I love
alliteration), and if you are feeling especially murderous you can be a demon and almost anything else in between. Each hero has
her\/his strengths and weaknesses and because there are so many choices, replayability is high out of the gate. Additionally, you
can repeat quests as often as you like but with each repeat the monsters get significantly tougher and the rewards diminish to
prevent over farming for gold runs. Of course in gamer speak that means that one MUST repeat quests because the developer
has thrown down the proverbial gauntlet. ;)

The game started life in iOS land. But wait, don't run away! This version has been made PC worthy by ramping up the
difficulty, full screen resolution support AND the ability to create new content for the game! I should state that there is no level
editor per se included but creating content is VERY easy and if you visit mighty-dungeons.com you will find all kids of guides.
That said, the developer indicated that he is working on uploading some tools to Steam Workshop. I can only imagine what
twisted mightiness will emerge from the sick.. errrr.. I mean BRILLIANT minds that haunt Steam.

You can make this game play as you like it. Do you want to play it as a roguelike with all the odds against you an permadeath?
Tick off the appropriate boxes and die - a lot. It could be however that you had a really crappy day at work or you want to punch
your professor for assigning a 50 page paper on Hegel's Reason in History that's due in two days. Well then, tick off the godlike
option and slay all in your path. You won't get your paper done but at least you won't be jailed for trying to faceroll your
professor.

Do not let the games iOS looks deceive you. The boardgame style serves a purpose in that it focuses on the most important
component in any game, namely, game play.

Quite a long review for a game that only costs a fiver but this game is so very content rich and I haven't even scratched the
surface. It costs less than a Starbuck's coffee and you don't have to deal with a cranky barista. The developer is VERY active on
the community hub and get this: there was a gamer who couldn't choose between this or Dark Quest. The developer told the
gamer to buy Dark Quest to support a fellow indie developer THEN e-mail him and he would give the gamer a free Steam key
for Mighty Dungeons.

This my friends is the kind of developer that deserves support. He releases a wonderful game for a song, helps out a competing
developer, and a member of the community.

May the fleas of a thousand camels infest your [insert area here] if you don't buy this.. Great game for the right person. I think
this is a very well done tactical turn based game irregardless of time period. If you like tactical turn based games this is
programmed very tight with few if any bugs.

I like this one a lot. My issues with it:
1. Graphically nice, however I find the background distracting. Use the tactical view for unhindered mayhem. (T key). They
should give you multiple backgrounds to play with \/ in.
2. Ony two campaigns, yes and one is a tutorial campaign that is very thourough and well done. That being said, humans are the
best to play against.
3. No editor. But you can customize some maps with options you select, however it is limited.
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4. Sounds. Nice if you could change the music, not a big deal though.

Again, I think it's a great game and my issues are minor compared to what the game accomplishes. I enjoy it very much.. I
bought this game on a whim because a friend said it was cute. Now it owns my soul and I am glued to it. The story is adorable,
the gameplay is enjoyable, and the pacing is decent.

Pros
-Affordable, reasonable price for what you get
-No glitches yet from what I've encountered
-fun story
-lovable characters
-puzzles (reminiscent of Golden Sun)

Cons
-puzzles (if you hate puzzles, you will hate the puzzles in this game)
-lack of a tutorial (it took me a while to realize defending restored MP). EDIT 3: Holy
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in'\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The "Death Stars," the girders in the massive
comets\/asteroids \/ dead planets, and the Fast Travel minigame?! Every time I play Planetship, there's some new content to see.
And it's all \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in' brilliant.

EDIT 2: I found space pirates hidden in a huge hive-like asteroid. I translated alien languages and then bartered with them. I
blew up gas clouds, crafted drones to fight beside me, set up an Embassy on an alien planet. And I saved my game.

Planetship is now less a diversion and more of a game what could have time and effort beyond the now invested in it, especially
with the overhaul of the map. It's still in its infancy (relatively), but now there should be no hesitation in getting Planetship.

I guess I should actually write some sort of review, going back and striking through a lot of the old one.

You are a brain in a jar on a spaceship that is some sort of planet.
Yeah, Planetship is real "out there(, yo)." The text-events are farfetched enough to entertain even after the seventh time you've read
them (there are lots of different events, but of course some are more common than others) but not enough to alienate the reader.
There is lots of imagination on display that should satisfy both a certain niche audience as well as scifi fans in general.

You start with a population of 10... million? Billion? Something. That number steadily declines over time, but after playing for
about six hours straight, it was still hanging around 7-8 b\/m-illion (and I was making bad choices intentionally). There are also
events and equipment you can craft that increases your population.

Your ship runs off Food, Water and Fuel. You have a pool of energy for boosting and firing (recharges pretty quickly). You have
a shield that recharges independently of that.

Zoom through space, scanning planets. Each has six factors: the three resources (Food, Water, Fuel) and three hazardous
conditions to watch (such as Surface Temperature). Each planet also has a label (Neutral, Hostile, Friendly, Research, [Element]
Source, etc.). You can send shuttles to planets, to extract resources, to attempt to make contact, to try and trigger a random event.

There are several different... anomalies\/setpieces\/(")static(") objects. Space-cubes, clouds and "meshes" that you fly through while
your scanner identifies Elements. Fields of asteroids you can destroy for Elements. Satelite-Televisions that you can float beside
and watch. Pulp books that you can collect and read later. Black holes that take you to Bizarro Systems. Wormholes that take you to
different systems.

You use Elements in crafting. There are things that increase the birth rate with a chance of mutation, alter your population with
metal teeth for times when food is scarce, increased weapon power with increased energy consumption, etc.

The goal is to find a habitable planet.
I've yet to.
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Original Review:

Wow. Please, dear developer. Please. Pack this game with more content (as in text) than I could ever hope to possibly read. That 
 (AND THE LACK OF A SAVE FEATURE) are the only causes for hesitation I mean there are legit novel(la)s included within the
game!!!, but I'm talking about the random Encounters. I just dread the thought that the infinitude of space might hold several of the
same encounters with only the highlighted text changed.

Game is in Early Access; them's my two cents.

Also, please release this game on disk so I can buy three; one for me, one for time capsule, one to shoot up into the cosmos like that
one ship that has the DNA from the (")elite people(") like Hawking and Jo Garcia (the Immortality Drive).

To myself\/us all: I\/we absolutely recommend this game. Gameplay is so simple (I\/you deduce after .5 hrs playtime) but Mr.
Lawrence's dedication to this game emanates from the Planetship.

[Don't want to get too far into the game, lest I have to play forever to keep the progress. Once a save feature is implemented (IF
ONE IS GOING TO BE - unsure how to take that intro text) I will be all over the game and will probably be able to write a review
that far exceeds the character limit]

EDIT: I posted in http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/337280\/discussions\/0\/610574394236247951\/ and the dev subsequently
friended me. Again (as will always be the case) no fraternization (i.e. free copies) between dev and me. I just faun over good
indie games - going all out with the positive ramblings - and some of them appreciate it (while the other gamers don't, nyeh)..
wait a sec, does the mobile version have features that the original did not have?
BTW, the game is great. My third VN. My fist The Shadows of Pygmalion was more like a novel with only one choice to be
made toward the end. Even then, while liking the choice I made, all others for separate endings killed the story itself. But it was
good.

Then came Miniature Garden, this had as many choices as the game I am reviewing. But weak story telling, weak plot, and even
though I finished it I had to take many breaks as it couldn’t keep my attention.
/reality, kept me for the whole story non stop. I can see replay value in alternate endings. I liked the characters, development,
plot was ok and storytelling was great. Two other things I really like are how at end of each book you can see how other users
voted on things. But the best part was how the system itself wouldn’t show you save, load and other options on the movie screen.
Keep it up. I did Kickstart back this and I hope for another title later to KS from the pub. Maybe a Vietnamese novel
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